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Abstract 
 

Greater attention has been paid to understanding differences between individual and 

group decision-making in economics in recent years.  While strong trends have been 

found in understanding the relative cognitive ability of each, differences in preferences 

are less well understood.  This study examined preferences for risk individually and in 

groups of two.  Results show that a majority of groups act according to the preferences of 

one of the two pair members.  This is not a result emphasized in previous social 

psychology research on groups.  Thus, we propose a new explanation of group decision 

making based on strength of preference.   

 
Keywords: group decision-making, risk, experimental economics 
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Introduction 
 
 The economic risk aversion of individuals is of fundamental interest to 

economists because it shapes a broad array of consumption, investment and other 

decisions, and is of particular interest for agricultural and environmental economists, as 

the presence of risk and uncertainty is an inherent part of the physical systems that drive 

these sectors.   The decisions cast in these sectors are often modeled as the outcome of 

individual reflection, i.e., driven by the primitives of individual utility functions.  

Realistically, however, many important decisions arise from group deliberations, whether 

in the context of the household or the firm.   Examples include business management 

teams, corporate boards, congressional committees, and married couples just to name a 

few.   

 Recent research in economics has stressed the importance of understanding 

differences between individual and group decision making.  There are two dominant 

strands within this literature.  One focuses on cognitive ability of groups relative to 

individuals when facing problems possessing definitive answers (Cooper and Kagel 2005, 

Blinder and Morgan 2005, Sutter 2005).  The other relates to situations where choices 

reflect preferences (Bornstein 1998, Cox 2002).  The literature has convincingly shown 

that groups outperform individuals in terms of cognition, i.e., getting the answer right, 

leading to initial suggestions that group behavior is more in accordance with the rational 

actor model than is individual behavior.  However, less is understood about aggregation 

of preferences during group decision making.  The current study provides a novel, 

experimental analysis of how groups make decisions among risky alternatives, and how 

individual preferences influence the dynamics and outcomes of the group decision 
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making process.  To the authors’ knowledge, there exists only one other economic study 

of group decision making under risk (Sutter 2004), though it focuses on the loss aversion 

phenomenon rather than risk aversion per se.   

The psychology literature has extensively studied differences between group and 

individual decisions in a risky context and has documented that certain contexts lead to 

riskier decisions by groups, which is known as the risky shift phenomenon (Vinokur 1971, 

Rodrigo and Ato 2002).  Group decision making research in social psychology dates back 

to the early 1960’s.  Prior to 1961, the conventional wisdom within psychology was that 

groups would temper the beliefs of constituent individuals resulting in choices that reflect 

some median or moderated behavior.  Stoner (1961) found the exact opposite, i.e., groups 

made more extreme choices than any individual group member would alone.  Stoner’s 

work initiated a vigorous line of research within social psychology that investigated 

group decision making under the heading of the ‘risky-shift’ phenomenon, because 

Stoner’s original work surrounded group decisions among risky options.   

The group shift was found to occur in non-risk based decisions.  Thus, the general 

term ‘group polarization’ was coined.  A weaker definition of polarization is that group 

interaction enhances individual tendencies towards preferences in a particular direction 

(Isenberg, 1986).  A stronger version of polarization is that groups will make choices 

more extreme than the most extreme individual in the group.  Because the risk game used 

in this study involves choosing among a discrete set of lotteries, there may be censoring 

of risk-neutrality due to a lack of choices at that end of the spectrum.  If a number of 

individuals select the most risk-neutral choice, it isn’t possible for groups to go outside 

that range.  Therefore, the first definition of polarization is employed here.    
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In the following decades, social psychology group research found the group shift 

to be an empirically robust result, and several mechanistic explanations were put forth 

(Pruitt 1971).  Systematic reviews of analyses pruned the extensive list of possible 

explanations to two plausible theories – the Social Comparison Theory (SCT) and the 

Persuasive Argumentation Theory (PAT).  PAT argues that people are influenced by the 

quantity and quality of arguments surrounding a particular choice.  For example, mere 

exposure to more arguments for a particular preference will shift preferences in that 

direction, which puts weight on the type and intensity of group interaction.  SCT says that 

people want to be perceived in a socially acceptable way, and make preferences in groups 

with regard to what other members will think.  This does not imply a race to the middle, 

however.  Rather, people want to stand out from others in a desirable direction (Fromkin, 

1970).  In the process of group negotiations, this motivation drives the bargained choice 

to an extreme.  As each person perceives the desirable direction they attempt to appear to 

be further along that spectrum than the other person.   

While these results provide an extensive reference of results from which to build, 

the methods of analysis and domains of risk taking behavior studied in this literature are 

often distinctly different from what is of interest to economists.  For example, analyses of 

the effects of social comparison do not reflect the type of interaction typical in markets.  

Also, findings that people shift preferences to appear more favorable to others do not 

completely test this result in reference to paying an economic cost for doing so.  Lastly, 

while some studies did use actual risk taking scenarios (Blascovich, et al. 1975), there is a 

much greater reliance on hypothetical scenarios than is found in experimental economics 

research.   
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The remainder of the paper will detail the experimental design and results from a 

total of thirty subjects that played a simple risk game individually and as a pair.  A novel 

limited communication mechanism was used that allows detailed analysis of negotiations, 

while also eliminating confounds that would result from increased interaction between 

group members.  While there is little evidence of groups compromising to choices 

between their individual preferences, as was found in the social psychology literature, a 

strong polarization effect has not been discovered to result from group decision-making 

in this experiment.  Instead, a majority of groups made the same choice as one of the pair 

member’s individual choices.  This has led to the proposition of a new explanation of 

group decision-making based on the concept of strength of preference.  We conjecture 

that individuals that have certain characteristics and preferences are less willing to make 

a group choice not in concordance with their preference.  An adaptation of the existing 

experimental design is proposed to explicitly test for strength of preference of individuals, 

and to examine whether individuals with greater strength of preference are more likely to 

control group decisions.   

 
Methods 
 
 This study uses a simple risk game that each subject first plays alone and then 

plays as a member of a pair.  Comparisons between choices cast as an individual and as a 

pair member are used to analyze differences between individual and group risk aversion.  

The choice set consists of 11 lotteries; each lottery has two equally-likely potential 

outcomes.  Payoffs of higher numbered lotteries have higher expected value (EV) with 

the exception of the three riskiest choices where it is nearly identical.  The payouts are 
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shown in Table 1.  Subjects roll a die to determine whether they receive the low or high 

amount.  Actual payments for sessions run so far were half the dollar amounts shown.   

 
Table 1. Risk Payouts for Choices 1 to 11. 
Choice Low Pay ($) High Pay ($) 

1 5 5 
2 4.5 8.75 
3 4 12 
4 3.5 13.75 
5 3 15 
6 2.5 16 
7 2 17.5 
8 1.5 18.5 
9 1 19 

10 0.5 19.6 
11 0 20 

 
For team deliberations, a limited communication strategy is used to eliminate 

potential confounds that might result from greater interaction.  Specifically, the 

experiment is run on a computer, subjects are physically separated from one another with 

no chance for any interaction other than via the computer.  Both can propose a choice (1 

to 11) that either can accept.  Agreement must be reached within 90 seconds or else all 

financial payment from the lottery is forfeited by both players.  Both teammates can 

make as many offers as they want, although any previous offers can always be accepted.   

As opposed to bargaining models that dictate a limited number of offers and 

exogenously assigned order, this design provides a rich environment to understand how 

groups come to an agreement by imposing very little structure other than a time-limit.  It 

also provides a baseline against which to compare treatments that allow increased 

interaction through either typing or face-to-face communication.  
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Hypotheses 
 
 Previous studies (Isenberg, 1986) found that when risky choices had payouts with 

positive expected values groups were less risk-averse.  Thus, it is hypothesized that the 

central tendency of the distribution of group responses will be less risk-averse than that 

for individuals.  Also, since group interactions are thought to amplify individual 

preferences, groups with higher aggregate risk-neutrality based on individual preferences 

will exhibit greater risk-neutral polarization.   

 The second set of hypotheses are based on the negotiations data.  It is believed 

that arriving at a group decision will be more difficult for groups consisting of individuals 

of different type.  Thus, the time needed to come to a group decision will be positively 

correlated with the distance between the individual risk choices.  Also, the number of 

offers made before agreement will increase with the distance between individual risk 

choices.    

               
Results 
 

With a total of 60 individuals, the median and mean risk choices were 6.5 and 6.7, 

respectively.  For the 30 pairs, the median and mean were 6 and 6.8.  The means of the 

two distributions were not statistically different (t-statistic = 0.911).  Counting each 

group twice for each group member, Figure 1 shows the distribution of individual and 

group choices.  There is a shift towards less risk-aversion by groups, but this is countered 

by fewer groups selecting choice 11.   
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Figure 1. Individual and Group Risk Choice Totals
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Results were analyzed econometrically to test hypotheses about the relationship 

between individual and group choices.  At this point, analysis focused solely on the 

individual risk choice as an explanation of group decisions.  Individual risk choices were 

transformed to explanatory variables based on the loss in expected value from a less risky 

option.  For example, the expected value of choosing lottery #11 is $10 while the 

expected value of choosing lottery #1 is $5; all other lottery choices fall within this range.  

Hence, an individual lottery choice of 1 is coded as a ‘5’ because the individual is passing 

up $5 in expected value compared to choosing lottery 11.  Lottery 11 is coded a ‘0’ 

because this individual is not forgoing any expected value.   

Using the relative EV loss of each choice, four explanatory variables were created.  

These were separate variables for the EV loss of the more (HighEV) and less (LowEV) 

risk-averse partner, the sum of the EV losses of the pair (SumEV), and the difference 
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between the EV losses of the two (DiffEV).  SumEV provides a measure of the aggregate 

risk-aversion of the group, while DiffEV is a measure of the heterogeneity of the pair.  

Due to natural collinearity between these variables, DiffEV and SumEV (Model 1) are 

run separately from HighEV and LowEV (Model 2).   

The first dependent variable is the absolute value of the difference between the 

group choice and the mean of the individual choices, which was analyzed using ordinary 

least squares.  While the dependent variable is censored from the left and the right at 0 

and 11, censored model results were virtually identical to OLS.  This model isolates how 

individual composition with respect to risk aversion moves groups towards or away from 

the average of their preferences.  As is shown in Table 3, the more heterogeneous is the 

group (which is positively associated with an increasing value for DiffEV), the further is 

the group choice from the mean individual choice.  This is likely driven by the tendency 

of groups to make the same choice as one of the pair members.  In Model 2, with the 

second set of explanatory variables, HighEV was significant at the 10% confidence level 

meaning that groups with the most risk-neutral individuals tended to move closer to the 

group mean.  

 
 

Table 3. Absolute Value of Difference Between Group Choice and 
Individual Mean Choice. 

Model 1 
 Parm. Est. Std. Err. P-value 
Constant 1.860 0.464 ** 
DiffEV 0.554 0.293 * 
SumEV -0.239 0.194  

Model 2 
Constant 1.860 0.464 ** 
LowEV 0.315 0.238  
HighEV -0.793 0.437 * 
* (**) Estimate significant at 5% (10%) 
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An ordered probit model was used to examine what caused groups to go above or 

below the individual mean (Table 5).  This allows for testing whether certain individual 

characteristics are associated with groups moving towards risk aversion or neutrality.  A 

group choice below the individual mean was given a value of 0.  If the two are equal, the 

dependent variable is 1, while it is 2 if above.  The negative parameter estimate for 

SumEV means that greater combined risk neutrality is likely to result in the group 

selecting a choice below the individual average.  This provides further support for the 

result discussed previously that groups consisting of more extreme (nearly risk neutral) 

types tend to regress back towards the middle of the risk aversion spectrum.  Estimates 

for Model 2 were not significant.   

 
Table 5. Ordered Probit Model for Group Choice Relative to 
Mean of Individual Choices. 
 Parm. Est. Std.Err. P-value 
Constant 0.644 0.358  
DiffEV 0.187 0.225  
SumEV -0.385 0.188 ** 
Mu 0.489 0.201 ** 
* (**) Estimate significant at 5% (10%) 

 
A closer look at group choices relative to that of the constituent individuals 

reveals an intriguing trend.  Of the 30 pairs, 18 selected a group choice equal to one of 

the individual’s solo choices.  So, a majority of pairs are neither polarizing nor averaging 

preferences.  Rather, one person dominates the group decision-making process to match 

their preference.  Three of these groups consisted of homogeneous types (same individual 

choice), and in all three cases the group choice corresponded to the individual choice.  

Seven of the 30 groups selected a choice above (4) or below (3) the individual choices.  

This provides little support for a strong group polarization effect in this study.  At this 
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point, it is not possible refute the presence of group polarization without testing a range 

of calibrations of treatments both in pay scale and choice range.  Five groups picked a 

choice between individual selections.  This result is in accordance with previous social 

psychology research showing that a small minority of groups compromise to an ‘average’ 

choice.   

Aggregate statistics do not suggest that groups move towards greater or less risk-

aversion relative to individuals.  Of the groups that made the same choice as one of its 

members, nearly the same number did so in the risk-averse direction as did in the risk-

neutral direction.  Also, almost the same number of groups that went outside the range of 

individual choices made a more risk-averse choice than did those that made a more risk-

neutral choice.   

There does seem to be a correlation between the direction of the group decision 

and the make-up of the pair.  As shown in Table 2, the groups that selected the same 

choice as the more risk-averse person consisted of individuals that were more nearly risk 

neutral.  The mean individual choice for the more risk-averse person was 4.5, while it 

was 8.25 for the less risk-averse person.  The opposite was true for groups of more risk-

averse types where 5.9 was the average for the more risk-averse person, while it was 10.4 

for the more risk-neutral person.  Also, groups that made a more risk-neutral choice than 

either in the pair consisted of subjects at the far risk-averse end of the spectrum.  Here the 

average of the less and more risk-neutral subjects was 2.25 and 5.  Thus, results in the 

existing sample show a movement towards the middle for groups relative to individuals.  
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Table 2. Group Choice Relative to Mean of Individual Choices 
 Count Mean More Averse  Mean Less Averse  
= to Higher 7 4.5 8.25 
= to Lower 8 5.9 10.4 
Between 5 3.4 10.2 
> Higher 4 2.25 5 
< Lower 3 7 10.3 
Same types 3 3, 5, and 11  
 

 
Negotiations Analysis 
 

The limited-communication system employed in this study allows for detailed 

analysis of how groups come to a decision.  As mentioned earlier, groups could only 

communicate by proposing choices to each other over computer.  They had 90 seconds to 

come to an agreement which occurred when one person accepted one of their pair 

member’s offers.  Once an offer is made, it can not be rescinded.  To provide an initial 

overview of negotiations between group members, four general categories were 

developed.  Counts of each, out of 30, are shown in parentheses. 

 

Agreement (6): An initial offer was accepted in a short period of time (around 15 

seconds) with, at most, a single counter-offer.   

Concession (11): One group member concedes to agree to their pair member’s 

preference after making a considerable number of counter-offers, and/or after a 

significant amount of time has elapsed.   

Polarization (8): After receiving a counter-offer, the subject makes a follow up 

offer more extreme than the first offer and in the opposite direction of their 

partner’s counter offer.    
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Compromise (5): The group agrees to a choice in the middle of the initial offers 

or individual choices.   

 

Figure 2 shows an example of a typical compromise negotiation.  The x-axis is 

time starting at 0 going to 90 seconds.  Offers shown at 0 time are the choices each 

person made individually, and the yellow triangle is the offer acceptance.  Figure 3 shows 

a typical case of concession where the more risk-neutral person got their partner to 

eventually agree to the choice of 11.   

Regression results do not support either hypothesis that groups of different types 

will have greater difficulty coming to an agreement.  It was conjectured that 

heterogeneous groups would have a more difficult time coming to an agreement either 

through requiring more time or more offers.  Using a negative binomial model for offer 

count, and OLS for time to decision, none of the parameter estimates on the four 

explanatory variables were significant.  This could be an important point for future study 

since it would infer that in certain circumstances groups consisting of individuals with 

different preferences may not experience a more contentious group environment.   
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Figure 2. Compromise Negotiation
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Figure 3. Concession Negotiation
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An Alternative Theory: Averaging Preference Intensity 
 
 The psychologically-based PAT and SCT theories continue to be regarded as the 

most likely explanation of group polarization outcomes (Cason and Mui 1997, Sutter 
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2004).   However, economists are now forwarding several alternative theories based upon 

economic models to explain this empirically robust phenomenon (Eliaz et al. 2006, Sobel 

2006).  The results from our limited study also suggest a very simple yet powerful 

alternative explanation for polarization results – that resulting outcomes represent an 

intensity weighted averaging of individual preferences.  That is that while individually 

articulated preferences for a particular outcome (lottery choices in our case) reflect the 

true preference of a group’s constituents, one member may simply have significantly 

more intense preferences for his or her choice while the other member’s preference may 

be weaker in the sense that they are less willing to risk failing to come to an agreement 

and forfeiting all payment.   

The fact that groups that began with a wider dispersion of individual risk aversion 

were more likely to move to a compromise during group negotiation is consistent with 

such a theory, though not definitive.  In the few cases that feature group negotiated 

choices that lie outside the range of individual choices, we suspect that there exists some 

type of learning on the part of one or both pair members. 

 
 
Designing Future Studies to Test Preference Intensity Averaging 
 

The current experimental design has provided some compelling data to explore 

typical patterns that occur during group decision making in risky contexts.  However, to 

test our alternative theory of group decision making, we must refine the existing 

experimental design.  At this point we discuss several approaches that may yield the 

desired test. 
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One approach is to employ a variant of the Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (BDM) 

mechanism to obtain a measure of the intensity of each pair member’s preference for the 

lottery chosen during the individual decision making portion of the experiment (Becker, 

et al. 1969).  BDM is an incentive compatible procedure that elicits a subject’s selling 

price for a lottery.  It would work as follows.  After making an individual choice among 

the available set of lotteries, the subject is asked to state the minimum amount he/she 

would be willing to accept to exchange that lottery and take an alternative lottery in its 

place.  For example, if a subject selects lottery #11 that pays either $20 or $0, he/she 

would be asked the minimum amount he/she would accept to be endowed with lottery #9 

instead.  After stating her minimum willingness to accept, the experimenter generates a 

random bid.  If the bid exceed the minimum willingness to accept, the subject receives 

the randomly generated bid and plays lottery #9 rather than lottery #11.  If our alternative 

theory is correct, the subject with the larger WTA within each pair will be more likely to 

bargain for a group choice closer to her individual choice. 

The second method proposed for testing strength of preference will allow subjects 

to allocate a weight to multiple choices.  Specifically, they can assign weights adding up 

to ten to any of the eleven choices, such as 5 on choice 7 and 5 on choice 8.  Subjects 

then roll a 10-sided die, and if it is between 1 and 5 they face choice 7.  If they roll 6 to 

10 they face choice 8.  In the extreme, all the weight can be put on one choice 

guaranteeing they face that lottery with probability 1, or they can evenly place a weight 

of 1 on ten different choices.  The level of dispersion of weights provides a measure of 

strength of preference for each pair member that will be used to analyze group 

negotiations.   
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Conclusion 
 
 The recent realization in the economics literature that in many economic 

environments the relevant decision-maker is a group rather than an individual has been 

made all the more important by experimental work showing that groups and individuals 

often behave differently in economically important ways.   While strong trends have been 

found in the relative performance of groups in cognitive tasks, differences between group 

and individual preferences are less well understood.   

While our results are still preliminary, we have found a trend towards groups 

behaving in line with the preferences of one member of the group.  We conjecture that 

this is a result of strength of preference, which will be explicitly tested in upcoming trials.  

In this experimental design, there is little evidence that either groups compromise to an 

average preference, e.g., to a preference that is an equally weighted average of 

constituent members’ preferences, or that they polarize to a choice more extreme than 

either individual’s preference.  Further refining of these results could have important 

implications for modeling group decision making.   
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